DATE: December 7, 2009

SUBJECT: Interior Cab Lighting Kit – 98760056

RATING: ☑ DIRECTIVE (Action is required) ☐ ALERT (Potential Problem)
          ☐ INFORMATION (Action is optional) ☑ PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT (Enhance Product)

MACHINE MODEL(S): TRIPP – Tie Exchanger

SERIAL NUMBER(S): 760134-760324 (except 760320)

SUMMARY: The Interior Cab Lighting Kit, p/n 98760056, will allow installation of cab interior lighting to allow better visibility of the various switches on the right side of the cab.

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The switches on the Right Hand Operator’s Console may be difficult to see at night or during bad weather. The lights in this kit will illuminate that area of the cab enhancing visibility of the various switches. See Figure 1 on Page 2.

ACTION: This kit is easily installed in any TRIPP machine with a 2-door cab. It is not designed to be installed in cabs with only one door. The kit consists of one fully assembled Light Panel, installation hardware and installation instructions. See Figure 2 on Page 2. Installation consists of mounting the Light Assembly in the cab and wiring it to the 24 to 12-volt Power Converter mounted inside the Right Hand Operator’s Console. CAUTION: The bulbs in this kit are 12-volt bulbs. The lights MUST be wired to the 12-volt output terminals of the 24 to 12 volt Power Converter. Failure to connect the bulbs to the 12-volt terminals will cause the bulbs to burn out.

Individual replacement Light Bulbs are available by ordering part number 5140137. Replacement Light Assemblies are available by ordering part number 5190304.

Installation should take about 1 hour. Please contact the Nordco Parts Department at 1-800-647-1724 to order this kit.
Figure 1
Cab Light Kit 98760056 installed in TRIPP cab

Figure 2
Interior Cab Lighting Kit 98760056 Component Parts